
 

 

Adjective 

1. Circle the adjectives in the given box. 

         

d i r t y k 

l b s h a l 

f n a i o n 

o l d n m e 

b a d j z w 

 

2. Put a suitable adjective before each of the following nouns. 

 

a. ball 

Ans. A new ball 

 

b. girl                    

Ans. A happy girl 

 

c. school 

Ans. A big school 

 

d. dog                     

Ans. A sad dog 

 

e. flower 

Ans.  A red flower 



3. Underline the adjectives in the following sentences. 

a. I have a new dress. 

b. The sky is blue. 

c. He is a fat boy. 

d. Ripa has a red doll. 

e. We are happy. 

 

4. Underline the nouns and circle the adjectives in the following 

sentences. 

              Noun                                                       Verb 

             apple                                                        red 

             crow                                                          black 

             leaf                                                            green 

             sunflower                                                 yellow 

             moon                                                         white 

 

5. Complete these sentences using adjectives from the given box. 

 

a. small 

b. clean 

c. big 

d. hot  

e. good 

 

6. Write an adjective before these nouns in the given lines. 

a. A black cow 

b. A new toy 

c. A small girl 

d. A clean room 

e. A hot tea 

 



7. Fill up each gap with a suitable noun. 

a. A cold room 

b. A sad baby 

c. A fat cat 

d. A clean dress 

e. A new book 

 

 

8. Write down the opposite words in the given space. 

 

small -       big 

 

dirty -        clean 

 

bad -        good 

 

cold -        hot 

 

new -        old 

 

sad -        happy 

 

thin -        fat  

 

 

 

 

 



Number 

1. Add –s to the given words to make more than one and write 

them in the given box. 

 

          One    More than one 

     book         books 

     dog         dogs 

     star         stars 

     room         rooms 

     pen         pens 

     desk         desks 

     coin         coins 

     door         doors 

     friend         friends 

     car         cars 

 

 

2. Write down the plural of these words in the given box. 

 

        Singular          Plural 

     box         boxes 

     watch         watches 

     peach         peaches 



     buffalo        buffaloes 

     dress        dresses 

     glass        glasses 

     church        churches 

 

3. Fill in the missing singular and plural numbers in this table. 

 

          Singular          Plural 

       pen        pens   

       watch        watches 

       dress        dresses 

       car        cars 

       room        rooms 

       torch        torches 

       dog        dogs 

       desk        desks 

       peach        peaches 

       buffalo        buffaloes 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        

4. If the underlined word in each sentence is a singular number 

write ‘S’ or ‘P’ for plural number in the given lines. 

 

a. They are friends.     P 

 

b. Do you have a pencil?   S 

 

c. The birds are singing.   P 



 

d. Riya has a sister.    S 

 

e. We have a board in the class.  S 

 

5. Match the singular numbers with the correct plural number by 

using a straight line. 

 

             Singular              Plural 

         buffalo         churches 

         book         friends 

         door         peaches 

         peach         buffaloes 

         friend         books 

         church         doors 

 

6. Circle the correct plural noun for each singular noun. 

a. dresses 

b. coins 

c. glasses 

d. watches 

e. rooms 

7. Circle the correct answer for the following problems. 

a. churches 

b. books 

c. friends 

d. dogs 

e. peaches 


